1 0 1 1 Running title: Parallelism revealed 1 2 1 3
Introduction 4 7
How repeatable is the evolutionary process? Highpoints in the history of life include taxa that 4 8 have appeared to independently evolve similar adaptations in response to similar environmental importance of shared dimensions of evolutionary change, which have been difficult to identify 7 0 due to the challenge of 3) construction of a statistical null expectation that is also biologically 1 0 0 Lisle and Rowe 2017).
Geometry of parallel evolution

∆ ‫ܢ‬
is a vector of evolutionary change, or evolutionary response to 1 1 0 selection, and a growing number of studies have employed an approach (Collyer and Adams 
Put simply, lineages may share a common axis (or axes) of directional change even when most 1 3 6 of the individual angular distances between lineages are significantly non-zero. A second and related difficulty with interpreting angular distances individually is the
problem of what the null is for the angle between any given pair of lineages (Bolnick et al. expected to often result in some highly parallel pair-wise combinations through chance alone. correlations when estimate(s) of G are available (Schluter 1996) , and it will often be difficult to 1 4 8 define such a corresponding null angle that can be tested using the permutation approach 1 4 9 typically used in studies of parallelism.
1 5 0
These challenges emerge from what is, at its essence, an element-by-element approach to 1 5 1 analysis of angular distance matrices, and they can be circumvented by adopting approaches that 1 5 2 consider explicitly the entire matrix of similarity among lineage's evolutionary change vectors.
1 5 3
We can define a matrix of ∆ ‫ܢ‬ of vectors for n traits from m lineages as geometry of divergence in complex traits (e.g. see Thompson et al. 2019 , whose model is 2 5 0 constructed specifically to bear relevance to angular contrasts). exemplifies the challenges of inferring the overall degree of parallelism from angular distance 2 7 0 alone.
7 1
Although element-by-element interpretation of angular distances provides little evidence reveals strong statistical support for three dimensions of parallel evolution ( Figure 4 ). The leading eigenvalue is greater than 7, capturing nearly 50% of the variance among lineages in the 2 7 9 direction of evolution, and together the three significant dimensions of parallelism explain 77% indicates that traits classified as those related to defense, swimming, and trophic interactions load 2 8 5 most strongly on these three axes, compared to traits that are generally unclassified ( Figure 6 ). and suggests traits known to play a role in performance, defense, and resource acquisition to be 2 8 9
important in parallel adaptation across a lake/stream gradient.
9 0
By revealing statistical support for three dimensions of (imperfect) parallelism, our revisit 2 9 1 of the Stuart et al. dataset in some ways recapitulates their findings: we do not find evidence of a 2 9 2 single dimension of complete parallelism, which would be reflected in only a single significant 2 9 3 eigenvalue with an eigenvector that all lineages load positively onto. Thus, patterns of 2 9 4 evolutionary change in this system are apparently complex, and influenced by more than the 2 9 5 simple environmental classification of 'lake' versus 'stream', and the analyses in Stuart et al. sources of variation. However, the multivariate approach we take here suggests a far more hypothesis that evolution has proceeded in random directions in trait space across these lineages. Moreover, although trait-by-trait univariate linear models suggest that the traits with clearly- to shared axes of parallel divergence in multivariate trait space ( Figure 6 ). This is consistent 3 0 7
with biological intuition that traits related to swimming performance, defense from predators, and feeding may play an important role in adaptation to lake versus stream environments. Thus, assessing the overall degree of parallelism, an approach which complements their original 3 1 1 analyses relating deviations from perfect parallelism to gene flow and environmental variation. Convergent and divergent evolution in multivariate trait space
We can think of convergent versus divergent evolution as a distinct and non-exclusive pair-wise differences in the lengths of evolutionary change vectors
calculated for each pairwise combination of lineages, where non-zero values imply some degree Alternatively, estimation of the change in Euclidean distance between lineage pairs across 3 2 1 environments/timepoints a and b
can be calculated, where negative values would indicate convergence between a given lineage approach is essentially an indirect comparison of the variance among lineages in one 3 2 8 environment versus the other, which captures multivariate convergence versus divergence in an 3 2 9
intuitive, albeit somewhat indirect (when more than two lineages are sampled) way. Both
approaches are problematic in that they do not allow assessment of which traits contribute most 3 3 1 to convergence versus divergence, nor do they account for more complex scenarios where the 3 3 2 form of convergent/divergent evolution differs across traits or trait combinations ( Figure 7) .
3
A more direct approach is to compare the among-lineage covariance matrices of trait The comparison of the among-lineage covariance matrices provides potential for pair of matrices is to be compared (as is the case when only two environments or time points are 3 4 7 studied) and when one is interested in retaining and contrasting all principle components (Blows Finally, we note that trait scaling represents a particular challenge in analysis of Here we provide no novel analyses, but rather highlight a published study employing the 3 6 4
approaches outlined above to test hypotheses related to multivariate convergent evolution. of D matrices across environments provides a straightforward approach to testing hypotheses Here we advocate for an explicit multivariate approach in studies of parallel and convergent and to identify the crucial actual lineages and traits underlying these patterns. Whenever multiple 3 9 4
traits from multiple lineages are sampled, such an approach provides a potentially more complete (e.g., pairwise angles), as is often employed in such studies. The general approaches we advocate are certainly not new to evolutionary biology, 3 9 8 having been developed, described, and applied extensively in the evolutionary quantitative true degree and form of parallel evolution, in particular, may be otherwise impossible.
0 8
We have suggested that spectral decomposition of among-lineage covariance matrices approach would suggest otherwise. This is because large correlations between evolutionary are to be employed. Alternatively, in some cases it could be desirable to identify the traits Yet all three lineages load strongly on a single major axis of evolutionary change that accounts The observation that most lineages are loading positively on PC1 and PC2 indicate that those are 5 4 0 dimensions of (mostly) true parallel evolution, as opposed to anti parallel evolution, which 
